Early in its development, Karaite Judaism became known for its emphasis on the art of biblical exegesis. This article introduces late representatives of this long-standing tradition: exegetical terms and references in paraliturgical Hebrew poetry (zĕmīrōt) by early modern Karaites in Poland-Lithuania. These poems, which were transmitted in many Eastern European manuscripts, were published in nineteenth-century Karaite siddūrīm. Their authors represent the upper echelon of Polish-Lithuanian Karaite society, referred to in contemporaneous sources as creative scholars, busy merchants, and dynamic leaders of their communities. This study examines phrases and techniques that link these poems to medieval Karaite and Rabbanite commentaries through analyses of select examples from these zĕmīrōt. Its findings echo earlier research on Karaite education in Eastern Europe: Polish-Lithuanian Karaites were conversant in the language of medieval exegetes, embraced many of their views on science and philosophy, and advocated the veracity of Karaite interpretations of the Hebrew Bible.
This article examines how Polish-Lithuanian Karaite poets occasionally incorporated exegetical terms, phrases, and notions into their original poetry (zĕmīrōt) through a discussion of pertinent examples from these works and by providing English translations.1 It aims to establish possible literary connections between Karaite poetry and medieval (Karaite and Rabbanite) commentaries on the basis of their shared use of exegetical terms and, to some extent, how these poets serve as exegetes who rewrite and interpret biblical narratives through poetry. The four poems considered here-with a brief overview of their form and contents-were each written by a different Karaite author. Each appears in the fourth volume of the Karaite prayer book;2 alternative versions have been transmitted in various Eastern European manuscripts. Polliack, 675-707 (Leiden: Brill, 2003) .
